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Introduction 

The literature in reactor physics [1,2,3] generally deals only with the 
critical size computation of compact spherical and cylindrical reactors. 
~evertheless, there may be some points of view, that could justify the building 
of reactors, which do not contain either fuel or moderator in their centre. 
That is, such reactors have an "empty·' space in their middle. As a matter 
of fact this is one of the advantageous ways, that the building of spherical 
reactors for energetic purposes can be imagined, because the system of central 
inflow and radial outflow of the cooling medium necessitated by thermo
dynamic viewpoints [4.], requires an "empty" space in the centre. In the 
case of cylindrical reactors the radial cooling pipe system [5] as well as the 
manner of cooling with twin stream [6] having a central cooling inlet may 
also require the building of a reactor with a central cavity. 

In this paper we shall describe a simple as well as an approximatiye 
method for the computation of the critical sizes of hollow spherical und 
cylindrical nuclear reactors. The critical size can be calculated by the so called 
one-group diffusion method, under the assumed following simplifying con
ditions: 

- we assumc bare reactors, without a reflector, 
- we consider the central cavity as completely empty from reactor-

physical viewpoint as well, Ea = 0 inside the hollow space (Ea is the macro
scopic absorption cross section), 

- the reactor is homogeneous in the whole active zone, 
- we regard the geometrical dimensions of the reactor as equal to its 

extrapolation dimensions. 

I. Hollow spherical reactor 

Fig. 1 demonstrates the structure of a reactor with a central cavity. 
Concerning this inner hollow spherical space the following diffusion equation 
can be accepted: 

(1.1 ) 
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But since, as we assumed, La = 0, therefore 

.::1<p = 0 

that IS 

<P = const = <Po (1.2) 

Fig. 1. Structure 0 f the i'pherical reactor with a central caYity 

Concerning the active zone encompassed by spherical surfaces TO and 
R the critical diffusion equation, the so-called wave equation can be used 

or III spherical coordinates: 

cl 0 1'-

2 cl<p 
--'-m.<p=o 

ell' " I' 

(1.3) 

The following marginal conditions have to be statisfied in order to sob;e the 
equation: 

from D 
el<Po 

o 
cll' 

el<JJ 
D

ell' 

(as the neutron flux is constant inside the empty space). 
3. If l' = R, 15 = O. 

The general solution of Equ. (1.3) is 

sinBgl' -'-C cosBgr 
15(1') = Cl - I " -~-

l' l' 

From the first condition: 

(lA) 

(1.5) 
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From the second condition: 

o (1.6) 

and from the third condition: 

C sin BgR C cos 
1 R + 2--

R
--"'-- o (1. 7) 

From Equs. (1.6) and (1.7) the geometrical budding can be expressed 
III the following implicit form: 

or in simpler form 

(1.8) 

In Grder to determine the least "eigenvalues" of the geometrical buckling 
typical for the critical reactor we start out from the inverse of Equ. (1.8) 

(1.9) 

from which it is evident, if 11 = 0 the solution is trivial and the If-ast "eigen
value" of Bg derives from n = -1 

(1.10) 

From this equation we obtain the known result Bg = :T jR for compact reactor 

(ro = 0) . 

From Equ. (1.10) the geometrical buckling cannot be expressed in 
explicit form, here we have to adopt, e.g. the way of graphical solution. For 
this purpose let us transform Equ. (1.10) 

or 

(1.11) 
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Fig. 2 shows the graphical solution, by introducing the symbol X for BgR 

R [ r -] and the symbol Y for· R r 0 7C - Arc t g B g R -jt- . The dotted line, connecting 

the intersecting points of curves X and Y sho·ws the products of multiplication 
BgR of the critical reactor in function of rojR (in case of compact sphere 
BgR = 7C). The graph in Fig 2 in a different scale also shows the relation of 

BgR 
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Fig. 2. Graphicai determination of the p;eometrical buckling of thc hollow spherical reactor 

the geometrical buckling of the hollow and compact spherical reactors (Bgj Bgo) 
in case of an identical outer radius (R = const.). It is evident that in case 
of identical outer radius the geometrical buckling of the hollow spherical 
reactor is gI'eater than that of the compact one. 

Assuming constant outer radius and knowing the variations of the 
geometrical buckling the comparative relations of the critical volume of the 
hollow spherical reactor to that of the compact one can be determined. Assum
ing the same matrices for both types of reactors the material buckling can 
he taken as constant in all cases (Bm = const.). For a critical compact spherical 

7C 
reactor Bgn = - = Bm and the critical volume of the reactor is: 

Rn 

v o (1.12) 
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In case of critical hollow spherical reactor the values of the geometrical 
huckling must likewise be concordant with that of the material buckling 
(Bg = Bm). At a given outer radius (R = Ro) according to Fig. 2, the geo
metrical buckling (Bg ) of the hollo'w spherical reactor is greater than that 
of the compact one (Bgo). In order to become critical the hollow spherical 
reactor must increase its inner and outer radius at the same Bgl Bgl) rate, i.e. 

and (1.13) 

2,5 

v 
Va 

2 

1,5r-------------~------~-----_4 

i 
1----==------- v., = 130/B!" ---+-------j 

o 0,2 0,6 0,8 t'oIR 

.3. Critical volume ratio of the hollow and compact spherical reactors. in the fUllction 
of r,,!R 

Therefore, the critical volume of the hollow spherical reactor IS 

4n 
V = (R'3 

3 
r'~) = 4: r 1 -- ( ~ rJ R'3 = 

(1.14) 

The comparative relation of the critical volume of the hollow spherical 
reactor and that of the compact one is given by the quotient of Equs. (1.14) 
and (1.12) 

(1.15 ) 
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In Fig. 3 the variations of the critical volume ratio III function of 
1"0 • R are gIVen. 

In order to determine the flux distribution in the hollow spherical 
reactor, the values of Cl and C2 can be obtained from Equs. (1.5) and (1.6). 
Putting these values into Equ. (1.4) we get the following form for the flux 
distribution: 

[
sin B g r 

---------------~------------ -------
I" sin Bg ro 

B R cos Ba r 1 - to" .:::. 
t') g r (1.16) 

Q6 03 1 fiR 

Fig. 4. Flux distribution in compact and hollow spherical reactors (r,,!R = 0,2) 

for which thc Bg values can be taken from Fig. 2 Equ. (1.16) if r -+ 0 grves 
as a result of the flux distribution of the compact spherical reactor. 

::r 
SIn r 

<P(r) 1 SIn I" R R 
---- --------

<Po Bg I" ::r r 
(1.17) 

Fig. 4,. shows the flux distribution in the ease of 1"0 = 0,2 R. 

2. Cylindrical reactor with longitudinal ca"ity 

Fig. 5 shows the line diagram of the cylindrical reactor with a longitudinal 
cavity. In the empty axial cylinder of 1"0 radius we consider the neutron flux 
as constant in the I" direction but varying in the z direction, according to the 
value of the flux the r 0 surface. 
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Concerning the cylindrical collet form active zone the wave equation 
can be expressed in cylindrical coordinates: 

82 rJ; I 8rJ; __ -1 ___ _ o (2.1) 
l' 81' 8::;2 

Separating the variables l' and z In Equ. (2.1) [rJ;(r, z) 0(1') . Z(z)] and 

dividing with 0· Z we obtain 

1 d2 0 1 d01 I 
[d

2
Z J + Bi 0 (2.2) .-L 0 d ') dr Z d~2 ' 0 1'- l' 

Fig. 5. Structure of the cylindrical reactor with a longitudinal cayity 

where the parts depending on l' and z can each be equalized by a constant 

1 r d2
0 . 1 d0 J I 0 - ------- =-a-o dr2 ' l' dr . . 

(2.3) 

and 

(2.4.) 

furthermore it can be demonstrated, that a and /3 are positives. 
The general solution of Equ. (2.3) is 

(2.5) 

where J o and Yo are the first and second Bessel functions, zero order. Marginal 
conditions in the z = 0 plane: 

1. If l' = 1'0' 0 = 0 0 (rJ; = rJ;0) 
d0 

? If 0 - l' = rO'dr = 

3. If l' = R, 0 = 0 
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According to the first condition: 

Go = C110(arO) + ClY,lar ll ) = (f)o 

from the second condition 

de 
dr 

10 

x 
y 

5 

o 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

Fig. 6. Graphical determination of the product aR in case of cylindrieal reactor with longi
tudinal cavity 

from the third condition 

From Equs. (2.7) and (2.8) 

11 (aro) 

Y 1 (aro) 

10 (aR) 

Y o (aR) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

The least eigenvalues of the product aR 111 function of rolR can be 
determined from Equ. (2.9) in a graphical way. Introducing the symbols 

x = 11 (aTo) 
Y1(aTo) 

and Y = 10 (aR) 
Y o (aR) 

Fig. 6 shows the graphical solution. The results of the solution are given in 
Fig. 7, where the diagram on the one hand sho'ws the products aR in the 
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function of folR and on the other hand the comparative relation of the a 
factors of the hollo'w cylindrical reactor and that of the compact one. 

The values of Cl and C 2 can be determined by Equs. (2.6) and (2.7). 
by inserting these values into Equ. (2.5) we obtain the radial flux distribution 
in z = 0 plane (Z= 1): 

J(laR). Y-.' )'1 ,,(ar = 
Yo (aR) 

(2.10) 

Fig. 8 shows the radial flux distribution of 1'1) = 0,2R. 
The solution of Equ. (2.4-) containing the z variable is identical in tht" 

cases of both the hollow cylindrical reactor and of the compact one, I.e. 

r~12 
,H 

(2.11) 

For the flux distribution of the whole active ZOl1t" it can he statt"d: 

-----.c;c-l-c-=-:-------/J (ar) -,- .. --'--'----'- Y" (ar') '1' . co" ::r z 
_~-'_--'- Y- (ar) . I). Yo (aR) . H Jo(aro) () 0 
Y II (aR) (2.12) 

The geometrical buckling of the critical hollow rt"actor eall be deter
mined by the equation: 

(2.13 ) 

where the aR values in function of rolR are taken from Fig. 7. The critical 
volume of the hollow cylindrical reactor can be determined with the knowledgt" 
of the material buckling (Bg = Bm). From Equ. (2.13) 

H2 (aR)2 

and so the critical volume IS 

H3 (aRf:7 

H" B~ -:7~ 

(2.14) 

(2.15 ) 
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The condition of the minimal critical volume: 

dV 

dH 
o 

As B; too 15 a function of H it is complicated to solve Equ. (2.16). 

CX:.R 
aR 

3,5---

J 
, ? 
1.-

2,5 
2,"05 

2 
0 0,2 at, 0,6 08 roll' 

(2.16) 

Fig. 7. Yariation of (d~ in function of r,JR for cylindrical reactor ,,-ith a longitudinal cavity 

0,8 

0,6 

0,4 

0,2 

o ~ ____________ ~ ________ ~ 
o 0,2 a" 0,6 0,8 1 rlR 

Fig. 8. Flux di,tribution in the compact cylindrical reactor and in the cylindrical reactor \\;th 
longitudinal cavity (r,iR = 0,2) 
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As an approximation "we assume even in the case of the hollow cylindrical 
reactor the optimal H = 1,847 R ratio valid only in case of the compact 
cylindrical reactor. Consequently, using Equ. (2.14.) 

and from this: 

2,5 

v 
Vo 

2 

0, 

H = 1,8471; 

H= 
1,847~ 

- Y, = 14BiB; 

0,2 0,,4 

r 0 
1:7-

0,,6 

(2.17) 

0,8 rolR 

Fig. 9. Comparative relations of the critical volumes of the cylindrical reactor with a longi
tudinal cavity and of the compact one, in function of r,JR (if H = 1,847 R) 

Putting this into Equ. (2.15) the critical volume of the hollow cylindrical 
reactor is: 

(2.18) 

As an illustration let us compare the critical volume of the hollow cylindrical 
reactor with that of the compact one (Vo = 148/ B;J) 

1,84T~;-z: 

;0 =[l-r~n----=--- (2.19) 

Fig. 9 shows the comparative relation of the critical volumes as com
puted from Equ. (2.19). It is to be noted that the minimal critical size of the 

3 Periodica Polytechnica M. IXj3. 
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hollow cylindrical reactor is somewhat smaller than that shown in Fig. 9, as 
we haye not taken into consideration the optimal RjH ratio peculiar of the 
hollow cylindrical reactors. 

3. Cylindrical reactor with a transverse cavity 

Fig. 10 "hows the structure of the cylindrical reactor haying a transverse 
cavity, i.e. t .. wo cylindrical zones. Inside the hollow space of ho height and of 

Fig. 10. Structure of the reactor with trausverse cavity 

R radius the neutron flux can be con;;:idered as constant in Z direction a:1CI 
h 

varying in r direction. according to the values of the flux on the z = _Il plane . ~ , ~ 2 

surface. 
For the tlual cylindrical actiYe zone the same wavc equation can be 

used as in the case of Equ. (2.1), the unchanged form can also be used in 
Equs. (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4.). 

The solution of Equ. (2.3) is the same in this ca;;:e as in that of the 
compact cylindrical reactor, I.e. 

.) a- ! 2'2.05 f 
, R ) 

The general solution of Equ. (2.4) m this case IS 

Z = Cl sin (3z 

Marginal conditions in r = 0 axis 

1. If z = ho/2, Z = Zo (C/J = C/Jo) 
dZ 

2. If z = ho/2, dz = 0 

3. If z = Hj2, Z = 0 

C 2 COS (3z 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 
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According to the first condition 

. pho 
Z'l = Cl SIn ---, 2 

from the second condition 

25 Tt I' 
/lU 

/'-'11 

2/t 

!,5Tt 

Tt 

o 0,2 

pho 
c., cos -- = t]>o' 

- 2 

C, sin phI) o 
- 2 

- 2,5 

2 

1,5 

0,4 0,6 0,8 ho/H 

239 

(3.3) 

Fig.l1. Variation of rlH in function of h,jHin the case of cylindrical reactor with transverse 
cavity 

from thf' third condition 

pH 
c.,cos-- = 0 

- 2 

The function of pH can be formulated from Equs. (304.) and (3.5) 

from which 

phI) 
to"-,-

e 2 
__ l-=-=c_ = to" (PH - ~'l 

e , 2 2 , 

H pH= ---7[ 

H -hu 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

Fig. II shows the values of the /JH products and the ratio of factors 
/3H/{/3H)o of the hollow cylindrical reactor and that of the compact one in func
tion of ho/H. 
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The longitudinal flux distribution along the r 0 axis (e = 1) can be 
defined by expressing the values of Cl and C 2 from Equs. (3.3) and (3.4) and 
by putting them into Equ. (3.2) 

<J.>(z) . fJho . , fJhu ) 
-- = sIn -')- Sill fJz , cos -'? cos p= 

WIl ~ -

[ 

:r ' 
= cos H-~!z (3.7) 

0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 

Fig. 12. Flux distribution in the compact cylindrical reactor and in the cylindrical reactor with 
transverse cavity 

Fig. 12 shows the longitudinal flux distribution of the hollow cylindrical 
reactor when the height of the cavity is ho = 0,2 H . 

The flux distribution of the whole active zone is 

J (
2,405 )"" [ n (- ho )1 o --- r cos .. - -

R H - /to 2 
(3.8) 

The geometrical buckling of the cylindrical reactor with a transverse 
cavity can be obtained from the equation: 

B~ = (fJ:r (3.9) 
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The critical volume can be computed in thc same way as in the case 
of the cylindrical reactor with a longitudinal cavity. On thc strength of the 
H = 1,847 R ratio, characterising the critical volume of the compact cylindrical 
reactor we can use the analogy of Equ. (2.19) 

, fJH \" ll,847 J- +- (2,405)2 

143 

1.34;" JT 

V = [1 -- ~- '1_' -
Vu H.I 

(3.10) 

2 

v 
Vo 

15 

o 0.2 0.6 

Fig. 13. Comparative relations of the critical volume of the cylindrical reactor with transver,e 
cavity and of the compact one in function of h,)H (if H = 1.847 R) 

Fig. 13 shows the critical volume ratio as computed from Equ. (3.10). 
The graph as in thc former case does not show the minimal critical volume, 
as we have not taken the RiH ratio into consideration, optimal for the hollow 
reactor. 

4. Cylindrical reactor with longitudinal and transverse cavity 

Fig. 14 shows the structure of the reactor with a longitudinal and a 
transverse cavity. For this type of reactor the equations given iu Sec. 2 and 
3 can be made valid. The geometrical buckling can be computed from the 
equation 

B~ = ( ~ r +- ( fJ: r (4.1 ) 

where the values of aR can he taken from Fig. 7, and those of pH from Fig. 11. 
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For the flux distribution of the whole aetivt' zont' we can write 

1 -----l J o (ar) 
J I) (arl )) - --"'-'---:"'" YI) (arl)) 

v- ( R' .L (j a ) 

~(aRl, Y (ar)j' 
YI)(aR) I} 

Fig. 14. Structure of the reactor with longitudinal and tran" .... er"e ea .... itie' 

(4.2) 

Furthf'rmore the comparatiYe relation of the critical volume of a hollow 
reactor of thi~ type to that of a compact cylindrical reactor of H 1.847 
R - is 

1,847~;r (-~~~·r 
148 

(aRF r 2 

(4.3) 

Summary 

In general, the literature of reactor physics deals with the computation of the flux and 
of the critical size of compact spherical and cylindrical reactors. This paper defines the geo
metrical buckling, flux distribution and critical size of hollow reactors with the one group 
diffusion method. The procednre is approximati .... e because only by using the transport theory 
as well as the multigroup diffusion method could the exact values be determined. (The exten
sion of the computation in this direction is planned). The investigation deals with spherical 
reactors having a central cavitv. as well as with cvlindrical reactors having longitudinal and 
trans\'erse cavities. In each cas~ the results are demonstrated by graphs.~ c 
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